DIRECTIONS TO
NOVIO TECH CAMPUS – NIJMEGEN

Address Novio Tech Campus
Transistorweg 5
6534 AT Nijmegen
Please note: Most navigation systems do not
recognize “Transistorweg 5”. As an alternative you
can use the address of the location “Jan Massinkhal”
opposite to the entrance of Novio Tech Campus,
building M, which is “Nieuwe Dukenburgseweg 5,
Nijmegen”.

Directions from Amsterdam/Utrecht
 Follow A2 to Eindhoven/Maastricht
 At intersection “Deil” take A15 to Nijmegen
 At intersection “Valburg” take A50 to
Nijmegen/Venlo/Köln
 At intersection “Ewijk” take A73 to Nijmegen/Venlo/Köln
 At intersection “Neerbosch” continue to Nijmegen
(note: A73 to Venlo/Köln turns right)
 Go straight-on (1 traffic light, 1 roundabout (1st exit))
 For further instructions see below “All directions”
Directions from Arnhem
 Follow A325/N325 to Nijmegen
 At the T-junction in Nijmegen Noord (Lent) please turn
right to ‘s Hertogenbosch/Beuningen (S100)
 You will pass three roundabouts (go straight on)
 At the 4th roundabout take the third exit to Malden
(S100)
 For further instructions see below “All directions”
Directions from Eindhoven
 Follow A50 to Nijmegen
 At intersection “Ewijk” take A73 to Beuningen
 Continue on A73 towards Nijmegen/Venlo/ Köln
 At intersection “Neerbosch” continue to Nijmegen (note: A73 to Venlo/Köln turns right)
 Go straight-on (1 traffic light, 1 roundabout (1st exit))
 For further instructions see below “All directions”
….All directions
 You are now driving on the “Neerbosscheweg”/S100
 From now on keep going straight-on (2 traffic lights) until you see the landmark
building ‘52 degrees’ at your right hand-side (see picture above)
 You pass a petrol station. Keep in right lane!
 Turn right at the traffic light in front of ’52 degrees’ (towards “Novio Tech
Campus”/“Winkelsteeg”)
 And again turn right at the first traffic light to enter Novio Tech Campus.
Parking option 1 (free)
At Novio Tech Campus follow the signs to building “M” (take the 1st
left). Follow this road up to the to the second barrier at your left handside to enter the car park. If the barrier is closed, please ring SMB (nr.
4) so we can open it. To leave the parking you drive close to the
barrier. It will open automatically.
Parking option 2 (free)
On the opposite to the entrance of Novio Tech Campus is building “Jan
Massinkhal” with a free parking lot. Ring and tell you come for Novio
Tech Campus and they will open the barrier.
Parking option 3 (paid)
At Novio Tech Campus follow the sign Fifty Two Degrees (go straight on). At your right handside you will find the entrance of the multi-storey car park in the basement of building Fifty
Two Degrees.
Public transport
From Nijmegen central station please take a bus to Nieuwe Dukenburgseweg. Choose bus stop
“Jan Massinkhal”. This bus stop is opposite to the entrance of Novio Tech Campus (red arrow
on picture left). It’s a 2 minute walk towards building “M”.
It is also possible using train station ‘Goffert’ from Den Bosch Central Station or from Nijmegen
Central Station. Walk from the train station to building Ampleon and follow the line in orange
on the map. At the right you’ll find building ‘M’ and Novio Tech Campus.

